
The fashionable High Pressure Heat Press with Slide-out Press Bed is an electro-magnetic operated
automatic heat press machine. State-of-the-art control system with solid steel weldedframework makes
this sublimation transfer machine a perfect choice for heavy-duty operation. Advance design for electrical
box gives highend impression. The competitive price among similar machine types make this machine
easily for promotion. 

The UHP Series are auto open heat press machine with thress sizes: 38x38cm/40x50cm/40x60cm. The
auto open function promises easer opearation.

With the inclusion of the unique bottom slide out drawer, advanced digital controller, and wide open angle,
the UHP Series of heat press has almost certainly become the most popular sublimation heat press
machine amoung our customers. With high quality and competitive price,the UHP Series line of heat press
machines are sure to become a favorite of business owners.

This sublimation heat press is perfect choice for any sublimable or transferable product. For example: T-
shirts, frames, slippers and other flat products.

This auto open heat press machine can be used in small advanced business.
 

 

Pressure Adjust Knob: To adjust the pressure easily when sublimate items with
different
thicknesses.                                                                       

Advanced Digital Controller: Simple design and clear system. It is very easy for user
to operate. Live digital time and temperature readout for accurate results every time.
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Magnetic Auto-Open Release: The auto-open magnet allows the heat press to open
automatically when the timer reaches zero.

Slide-Out Under Base: With stronger handle, User can draw out the under base without
any difficulty.

 Model No.  UHP-15MS/ UHP-20MS/ UHP-24MS
 Machine Type  Auto Open, Slide-out Under Plate
 Platen Size  15''x15''/ 16''x20''/ 16''x24'' (38x38cm/ 40x50cm/ 40x60cm)
 Controller  GY-04 Digital Time & Temp. Control
 Printable Articles  Thin Sublimation Materials
 Gas Spring  120kg, 1 Piece
 Voltage  120V/ 220V
 Currency  11A/ 20A
 Power  1.6KW/ 1.8KW
 Frequency  50HZ/ 60HZ
 Time Range  0-999 sec.
 Maximum Temp.  225 C
 Temperature Accuracy  ±0.5%
 Machine Size  71x40x50cm
 Carton Size  91x45x55cm
 Net Weight  42.5kg for 40x50 One
 Gross Weight  47.5kg for 40x50 One
 Certification  CE

 

This sublimation heat press is suitable for any sublimable or transferable product. For example: T-shirts,
MDF board, metallic sheet, slippers and other flat products.



 





 

 



Microtec's main objective is to support all our customers, who can manage their heat transfer activities
without interruption. So Microtec offers FREE SPARE PARTS with a quantitative order and the following
guarantee:
* Free lifetime technical support on all heat press machines.
* Two-year warranty
* Five-year warranty on fusions and welds.
* Five-year warranty on the heating plate.

 


